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Before Hashem destroyed Sedom and Amora , He sent  an angel to warn Lot and his 
family to escape  , to flee and not to look back upon the destruction. While Sulphur, fire 
and salt rained upon these cities  Chapt . 19 , Posuk  26 states : 'And his wife looked 
from behind him and she became a pillar of salt. ' 
 
Rav Chaim Shmuelevitz says that  Lot and his family were forbidden to look back as it 
was a manifestion of the Shechina . Thus Irit , Lot's wife, could not see the Divine 
presence and live and as a consequence had to leave this world .  
 
The Ksav Sofer says that in reality the only merit Lot's family had to be saved was the 
belief that these cities would  be destroyed, so looking back is as if to say 'I'm not quite 
sure , is this really going to happen?' Doubting the word of the angel caused the loss of 
the only merit saving her . This action negated the one zechus of emunah. 
 
Rav Woolfson notes that this Torah reading has an aspect of Rosh Hashanah as this is 
the portion we read on this Yom Tov.  (Birth of Yitzchak, story of   Hagar and Yishmael , 
the akeidah) This creates an aspect of Rosh Hashanah on this Shabbos and if we feel we 
still have some work to do from Rosh Hashanah , then this Shabbos is the perfect time 
to make such reparation .  Rosh Hashanah  is about making Hashem King  which entails 
having Emunah, seeing Hashem with clarity in all situations , which is modelled par 
excellence by Avraham Aveinu who displays such emunah through all his challenges and 
holds strong . This is a model for us to hold strong in our own times of 'ikvese 
demeshicha' , the final and highly challenging times in emunah which correspond to the 
final and ultimate test of Avraham , the akeidah .  Avraham Aveinu is thus establishing 
for us the ability to remain strong in Torah in the face of the greatest of trials and 
influences. Avraham is thus in stark contrast to the wife of Lot.  
 
The Alshich HaKodesh says that in the honour of Lot, his wife was saved by being 
punished only with salt and not also with sulphur and fire with which the other 
inhabitants of Sedom were stricken.  
 
Rashi famously says that by sinning with salt (not providing it upon Lot's request to 
their guests) she was punished with salt.  
 
But doesn't this seem a very severe punishment? After all, wasn't she providing the 

main thing? Food, is a meal.   Salt is only a flavour enhancer. In fact, salt is worth next to 
nothing so refusing it is not miserliness but rather a sign of cruelty. Some people are 
only happy to feed others to make themselves feel better. Not wanting others to 
actually enjoy the food (with eg salt ) shows that this is not an act of giving but of 
taking. The antithesis of chessed, and the antithesis of Avraham. Are we doing chessed 
for ourselves, because it makes us feel good (Lot, Irit ) or are we doing it for others, 
because we care about how they feel (Avraham )? 
 
Salt thus represents going beyond the bare needs of the person and doing chessed for 
the benefit of others and not for ourselves.      This is a far cry from those who say' 
What is mine is mine and what is yours is yours ' which according to some is the 
philosophy of Sedom. ( Pirkei  Avos  5:  10 )   
 
The Ner  Uziel says that Lot and his family were saved solely in Avraham's merit. For this 
reason they were forbidden to look at the destruction. By not turning around, Lot 
essentially 'turned his back ' on Sedom and did Teshuva out of fear . Teshuva attained 
through his chessed, lacking though it may have been.  
 
Salt symbolises the universal chessed inherited from Avraham. Salt added to food 
symbolizes chessed as it is an unnecessary enhancer, one can survive very well without 
it . Bread on the other hand represents necessity, man must eat bread in order to 
survive, although little pleasure is derived from its bland taste. Lot's wife lacked her 
husband's redeeming quality of kindness which in turn prevented her Teshuva . By 
turning round to gaze at Sedom she demonstrated that she still identified with all that 
the city represented and that she remained essentially unchanged. Her gesture was as 
if to say ' What a pity! It was such a good place to live!' .Because she failed to do 
Teshuva , she could no longer live . Because she failed to do unbounded chessed 
symbolised by salt, Hashem turned her into a pillar of salt, restricted, without Teshuva , 
in her place , a permanent reminder . 
 
The Nesivos Chaim discusses the salt that was put on the sacrificial offerings.  Salt by 
itself is not useful. The meat was the main thing, the salt is there to augment.  We are 
like the salt. Nothing  ....... unless attached to Torah which is the main thing, the 
essence of this world. We only have significance when we bind ourselves to Torah and 
enhance, exalt and elevate it.  Our job is to amplify the Torah in all that we do. Not to 
treat Torah as some salt to be added in here and there to enhance our lives , but to 
realise that we are the salt, here to constantly attach ourselves to Torah in order to 
embellish it at all times.                                                     (Based on a Shuir by Rebtz Shira Smiles)  


